The Subcommittee on Oversight is investigating the security failures of January 6th which House Democrats failed to investigate in the 117th Congress. We are focused on identifying and reviewing the numerous security failures on and leading up to, January 6, 2021, and reviewing the creation, operation, and claims made by Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s Select Committee to investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol.

Key Findings:

- The Select Committee was designed to promote a political narrative - Pelosi made the unprecedented decision to refuse to appoint minority members chosen by the minority to the Select Committee. They hired Hollywood producers to assist with their primetime hearings. They refused to adopt rules, allowing them to operate without limits, to project their predetermined narrative to the world.

- Cheney was Vice Chair, a position reserved for a Democrat - Cheney was not the minority ranking member but served as Vice Chair of the Select Committee—a position under House Rules for a member of the same party as the Chair. Pelosi appointed Cheney to the Select Committee as one of Pelosi’s eight majority appointments to the Select Committee. Former Select Committee staff members spoke out against Cheney’s insistence that the Select Committee focus on President Trump.

- The Select Committee deleted records and hid evidence - Reps. Thompson and Cheney failed to turn over video recordings of witness interviews and depositions despite using these recordings in their high-profile, primetime hearings. The Subcommittee recovered over one hundred deleted or password-protected files, including some files that were deleted days before Republicans took the majority. They also hid multiple transcribed interviews of witnesses who had firsthand knowledge of Trump’s actions on January 6.

- The Select Committee promoted “star witness” Hutchinson’s testimony - Reps. Thompson and Cheney promoted Cassidy Hutchinson’s sensational revised testimony and hid witness testimony from White House and Secret Service employees with firsthand knowledge that directly contradicted Hutchinson’s version of events. Hutchinson conducted three transcribed interviews with the Select Committee before substantially revising her story in her fourth transcribed interview. Despite knowing how significantly her testimony changed, the Select Committee promoted it as fact.

- Hutchinson’s sensational story about Trump lunging at steering wheel in SUV after speech at the Ellipse was directly refuted by driver of the SUV - Reps. Thompson and Cheney were aware that the Secret Service agent driving the SUV on January 6 directly refuted Hutchinson’s testimony. Despite this, they still included her testimony in the Final Report and insisted it was credible.

- The Select Committee colluded with Fani Willis - Fulton County District Attorney wrote to the Select Committee seeking assistance with her prosecution of President Trump. Select Committee staff met with representatives from her office.